1. Right-strong epimorphisms.
We shall use the following notation for binary relations: If P, Q ate relations, then PQ = \(x, z)|3 y: x P y and y Q z\; domP = ix|3y: % P y\ \P\ = {x|dy: xP y or y P x\; P"= {(y, x)\ x P y\; if P is a function, then P(x) = y iff x P y; in any case P[y] -\x\x P y\. While this last condition is perhaps unconventional, it is at least compatible with the notation for Boolean algebras: "-[a] = \b £ \v-\\b < a\.
A Boolean algebra S3 is pseudo-indecomposable iff whenever S3 = with F iff (1) The range of F disjointly generates S3 and contains 1 but not 0.
(2) If a < b, s F a, and t F b, then s S t or s = t. function such that x S y implies f(x) T f(y); f is a right-strong homomorphism iff whenever x T f(t), there is an s such that s S t and f(s) = x.
The class of onto right-strong homomorphisms is closed under composition, so we may let RSE be the category of diagrams and onto right-strong homomorphisms.
I am indebted to the referee for pointing out the interesting work of R. S. Pierce [2] . His category <2, as given in Definitions 8.3 and 8.7, is similar to RSE. In particular, the category of finite diagrams and rightstrong homomorphisms is essentially the category of all finite Q.O. systems which have smallest elements. For each finite diagram S, let <s = j(y, x)\x S y or x = y\, and let Ps = \x 6 |S| \x S x\. Then the map S h-» (|S|><ç , P s) induces the indicated isomorphism, as is easily checked.
Lemma 2. Suppose g: S-*T is an RSE map and S structures 53 with F, then T structures 53 with g"F'.
Proof. We need to show g"F satisfies conditions (1)-(5 ). Conditions
(1), (2) , and (4 ) are straightforward.
and a + b < c. Pick u, v, w £ \S\ so that s g"u F, s g ~v F b, and s g~w Proof. It is easy to verify that S with h" satisfies conditions (1)- (4 ); thus so does T with g"h", as in the previous lemma. For (5 ), suppose s T t and t g~h~c; then for some y,,
We may assume further that \y.,•••, y \ is an antichain since 5 is tree ordered. We wish to choose u so that u S h(c), g(u) = s, and u is not S- Proof. Let S be a diagram. Let R be the irreflexive diagram given by |R| = |(x, ;' )|x S x, j £oj\li\(x, 0 )| not x S x\, and ( x, j ) R { y, k ) iff (x S y and not y S x) ot (x S y and y S x and k < j). Let p,: R-'S be the first coordinate projection. Then R is irreflexive, and pl is rightstrong. Let |2| ={(lR,0)}u(|R| -{lRj)x<a and let ( x, f ) Q < y, k ) iff x Q y; let p 2-Q-*R be the first coordinate projection. Proof. Assume R structures S3 with F. We shall show that n = Ft is the required RSE map from R to 5(33).
Step I. Step II. n is onto; that is, if b £ P/(S3), then 3 ¿V e P/(53), 3s £ \R\, Step III. n is a homomorphism; that is, if s R t, then for some a, b £ (2), s R t ot s = t , since a4 < ¿>2. In either case s" P t, and 77(5") = K<z4) = Aa) = tAs).
Step Proof. (i) P is RSE maximal.
(ii) P is of the type given in Construction 6.
(iii) P is irreflexive, and Vx £ \P\, P Proof. Suppose 5 structures SI with F and T structures 53 with G.
